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Gaming booms during stay-at-home orders and audiences will remain after quarantine
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THE MARKET – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Gaming content consumption led by heavy users
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Gaming content consumption driven by active gamers
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Social media is the easiest entry point into gaming content
Entertaining personalities bring people to gaming discussions
The barriers to attracting new fans are miles high
Walkthroughs and live streams make gaming content stand out
Action genres are more appealing to watch than play
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Influencers are more than the games they play
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WHO WATCHES GAMING CONTENT 
Nearly half of adults watch gaming content
Social media reaches many gamers
Gaming platforms have room to grow
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Many viewers only need a few sources for gaming content
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Some platforms are just for gaming
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WHY PEOPLE WATCH GAMING CONTENT
Entertainment is more important than skill
Relax, it’s just a game
There’s always room to improve
Personalities need to be good, but not great
Support the gaming community
Figure 33: Why people watch video game content, December 2019
Parents flock to personalities
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Games bring people to certain platforms
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WHY PEOPLE AVOID GAMING CONTENT
Disinterest and desire to play put barriers in front of gaming content
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Young adults want to get to the games
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Timely, in-depth videos attract the most people to gaming videos
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Streaming platforms used for immediate reactions
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Competitive action games rise to the top
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Most people support by subscribing and sharing
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Gaming influencers can be the brand
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Viewers support brands that help streamers
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Personality over prowess when deciding who to watch
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Gameplay comes first
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Viewers are loyal to streamers, and may switch platforms if necessary
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Real life personas matter
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GAMING INFLUENCER FOLLOWER SEGMENTATION
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Social Supporters (17%)
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